The following proposals, received on DAP between June 16-30, 2018, have been approved. For more information on the DAP process, see the Secretariat’s website.

FACULTY OF SCIENCE and SCHULICH SCHOOL OF MEDICINE & DENTISTRY

CHEMISTRY

Effective September 1, 2018, the following courses be revised.

Chemistry 2210A/B CHEMISTRY OF THE ENVIRONMENT
Antirequisite(s): CEE 2217A/B; Chemistry 4491E.
Prerequisite(s): (Chemistry 1301A/B and Chemistry 1302A/B), or (Chemistry 1301A/B and Integrated Science 1001X) or (the former Chemistry 1100A/B and the former Chemistry 1200B), or the former Chemistry 1050.

Chemistry 2211A/B INORGANIC ELEMENTS IN LIFE
Antirequisite(s): Chemistry 2271A.
Prerequisite(s): (Chemistry 1301A/B and Chemistry 1302A/B), or (Chemistry 1301A/B and Integrated Science 1001X) or (the former Chemistry 1100A/B and the former Chemistry 1200B), or the former Chemistry 1050. (Grade 12U Biology, or a Year 1 University Biology course is highly recommended as preparation for this course.)

Chemistry 2213A/B ORGANIC CHEMISTRY FOR LIFE SCIENCES
Antirequisite(s): Chemistry 2273A.
Prerequisite(s): (Chemistry 1301A/B and Chemistry 1302A/B), or (Chemistry 1301A/B and Integrated Science 1001X) or (the former Chemistry 1100A/B and the former Chemistry 1200B), or the former Chemistry 1050.

Chemistry 2214A/B PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY FOR LIFE SCIENCES
Antirequisite(s): Chemistry 2374A, Chemistry 2384B and the former Chemistry 2274A.
Prerequisite(s): (Chemistry 1301A/B and Chemistry 1302A/B) or (Chemistry 1301A/B and Integrated Science 1001X) or (the former Chemistry 1100A/B and the former Chemistry 1200B); or the former Chemistry 1050; 0.5 course from: Calculus 1000A/B, the former Calculus 1100A/B or Calculus 1500A/B, and 0.5 course from: Applied Mathematics 1201A/B, Calculus 1301A/B, Calculus 1501A/B, or the former Calculus 1201A/B, Mathematics 1225A/B, Mathematics 1229A/B, Mathematics 1600A/B, or the former Linear Algebra 1600A/B.

Chemistry 2271A STRUCTURE AND BONDING IN INORGANIC CHEMISTRY
Antirequisite(s): Chemistry 2211A/B.
Prerequisite(s): (Chemistry 1301A/B and Chemistry 1302A/B with a minimum average mark of 60% in each), or (Chemistry 1301A/B and Integrated Science 1001X with a minimum mark of 60% in each) or (the former Chemistry 1100A/B and the former Chemistry 1200B with a minimum average mark of 60% in each), or the former Chemistry 1050 with a minimum mark of 60%.

Chemistry 2272F INTRODUCTORY ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY
Antirequisite(s): (Chemistry 1301A/B and Chemistry 1302A/B), or (Chemistry 1301A/B and Integrated Science 1001X) or (the former Chemistry 1100A/B and the former Chemistry 1200B), or the former Chemistry 1050.

Chemistry 2273A ORGANIC CHEMISTRY I : STRUCTURE AND SPECTROSCOPY
Antirequisite(s): Chemistry 2213A/B.
Prerequisite(s): (Chemistry 1301A/B and Chemistry 1302A/B with a minimum average mark of 60% in each), or (Chemistry 1301A/B and Integrated Science 1001X with a minimum mark of
60% in each) or (the former Chemistry 1100A/B and the former Chemistry 1200B with a minimum average mark of 60% in each), or the former Chemistry 1050 with a minimum mark of 60%.

**Chemistry 2374A THERMODYNAMICS**
Antirequisite(s): Chemistry 2214A/B, the former Chemistry 2284B.
Prerequisite(s): Chemistry 1301A/B and Chemistry 1302A/B with a minimum average mark of 60% in each), (Chemistry 1301A/B and Integrated Science 1001X with a minimum mark of 60% in each), or the former Chemistry 1100A/B and the former Chemistry 1200B with a minimum average mark of 60% in each), or the former Chemistry 1050 with a minimum mark of 60%; Calculus 1000A/B, the former Calculus 1100A/B, or Calculus 1500A/B; and 0.5 course from Applied Mathematics 1201A/B or the former Calculus 1201A/B, Calculus 1301A/B, Calculus 1501A/B, Mathematics 1600A/B or the former Linear Algebra 1600A/B, Mathematics 1225A/B, Mathematics 1229A/B, with a minimum average mark of 60% in each of the two 0.5 courses.

**EARTH SCIENCES**

*Effective September 1, 2018, the following course be revised.*

Earth Sciences 4432A/B GEOCHEMISTRY OF METALS, MELTS AND FLUIDS IN THE CRUST MINERAL DEPOSIT GEOCHEMISTRY
The principal principles of metal concentration and deposition in magmatic and hydrothermal environments are examined. Natural and experimental data, including fluid inclusion, stable isotope, metal solubility, mineral stability, and metal partition behavior, are used to develop genetic models for ore deposits, which such models form the basis of mineral exploration strategies.

**STATISTICAL AND ACTUARIAL SCIENCES**

*Effective September 1, 2019, the following courses be revised.*

Statistical Sciences 2864A/B STATISTICAL PROGRAMMING
Prerequisite(s): A minimum mark of 60% in Statistical Sciences 2857A/B (or the former Statistical Sciences 2657A/B) or a minimum mark of 70% in one of Statistical Sciences 2035, Statistical Sciences 2141A/B, Statistical Sciences 2143A/B, Statistical Sciences 2244A/B, Biology 2244A/B, Economics 2222A/B, MOS 2242A/B, Psychology 2810; and enrollment in a module offered by the departments of Applied Mathematics; Mathematics; and Statistical and Actuarial Sciences.
Pre-or Corequisite(s): Statistical Sciences 2858A/B for those using Statistical Sciences 2857A to meet the prerequisites.
Extra Information: 3 lecture hours, 1 tutorial hour.

Statistical Sciences 3843A/B INTRODUCTION TO STUDY DESIGN
Prerequisite(s): A minimum mark of 60% in Statistical Sciences 2858A/B or a minimum mark of 70% in one of Statistical Sciences 2035, Statistical Sciences 2141A/B, Statistical Sciences 2143A/B, Statistical Sciences 2244A/B, Biology 2244A/B, Economics 2222A/B, MOS 2242A/B, Psychology 2810; and enrollment in a module offered by the departments of Applied Mathematics; Mathematics; and Statistical and Actuarial Sciences.
Extra Information: 3 lecture hours.

Statistical Sciences 3850F/G DATA ANALYSIS
Antirequisite(s): The former Statistical Sciences 3814A/B.
Prerequisite(s): A minimum mark of 60% in Statistical Sciences 2858A/B or a minimum mark of 65 in Statistical Sciences 3869A/B.
Pre-or Corequisite(s): Statistical Sciences 2864A/B.
FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCE

HISTORY

Effective September 1, 2018, the following course be revised.

History 4709E - THE FIRST WORLD WAR: A REVOLUTIONARY EXPERIENCE
The seminar examines in depth the events associated with the period from 1900 to 1924. This research-intensive course provides an examination of selected aspects of the First World War in various combatant nations. Among the themes to be discussed are the alliance system, the experience of battle, home-front conflicts, war culture, gender, strategic and tactical decision-making, and the memory of the war.

MANAGEMENT & ORGANIZATIONAL STUDIES

Effective September 1, 2018, the following course be revised.

Management and Organizational Studies 4469A/B – THE LEGAL REGULATIONS OF CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Effective September 1, 2018, the following courses be reinstated following their withdrawal in the July 1st, 2018 round of DAP Approvals.

Political Science 3390F/G SPECIAL TOPICS IN POLITICAL SCIENCE
Political Science 3391F/G SPECIAL TOPICS IN POLITICAL SCIENCE
Political Science 4417F/G ADVANCED SPECIAL TOPICS IN POLITICAL SCIENCE
Political Science 4419F/G ADVANCED SPECIAL TOPICS IN POLITICAL SCIENCE

SOCIOLOGY

Effective September 1, 2018, the following courses be revised.

Sociology 4407F/G CRIMINOLOGICAL THEORY AND RESEARCH
Antirequisite(s): Sociology 4409F/G, Sociology 4486G taught in 2010, Sociology 4409F/G.
Prerequisite(s): Sociology 2253A/B, Sociology 2266A/B, and enrollment in fourth year of one of the Honors Specializations or Honors Double Majors in Sociology and Criminology.

Sociology 4408F/G ADVANCED SOCIOLOGY OF HEALTH
Prerequisite(s): Enrolment in fourth year of one of the Honors Specializations or Honors Double Major in Sociology or Criminology, or the BHSc Aging.

Sociology 4416F/G – MIGRATION
Antirequisite(s): Sociology 4488F taught in 2009.
Prerequisite(s): Enrolment in fourth year of one of the Honors Specializations or Honors Double Majors in Sociology or Criminology.
Sociology 4437F/G - ADVANCED SOCIOLOGY OF DEVIANCE
Sociology 4441A/B - DEATH, FERTILITY AND MIGRATION: DEMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL CHANGE
Sociology 4450F/G - EDUCATION AND SOCIETY
Sociology 4485F/G - SELECTED TOPICS
Sociology 4486F/G - SELECTED TOPICS
Sociology 4487F/G - SELECTED TOPICS
Sociology 4488F/G - SELECTED TOPICS
Prerequisite(s): Enrolment in fourth year of one of the Honors Specializations or Honors Double Majors in Sociology or Criminology.

Sociology 4442F/G SERIAL KILLERS
Prerequisite(s): Sociology 2253A/B, Sociology 2266A/B, and enrolment in fourth year of one of the Honors Specializations or Honors Double Majors in Sociology or Criminology.

Sociology 4451F/G POLICING AND SOCIETY
Prerequisite(s): Sociology 2253A/B and enrolment in fourth year of one of the Honors Specializations or Honors Double Majors in Sociology or Criminology.

Sociology 4465E HONORS THESIS
Prerequisite(s): Fourth-year standing in Honors Specialization in Sociology or Criminology and permission from instructor.

Sociology 4469F/G SELECTED TOPICS IN THE SOCIOLOGY OF WORK
Prerequisite(s): Enrolment in fourth year of one of the Honors Specializations or Honors Double Majors in Sociology or Criminology, or in third or fourth year of the Media, Information and Technoculture Program/Module or Honors Double Major in Sociology.

Sociology 4478F/G ADVANCED PROGRAM AND POLICY EVALUATION
Prerequisite(s): Sociology 3306A/B or the former Sociology 3302A/B and enrolment in fourth year of one of the Honors Specializations or Honors Double Major in Sociology, Criminology or BHSc Aging.

FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCE IN PARTNERSHIP WITH WESTERN CONTINUING STUDIES

Effective September 1, 2018, the following course be withdrawn.

NFPM 6011: Finance for Not-for-Profit Organizations

Effective September 1, 2018, the following course be revised.

NFPM 6016: Event Management
0.5 1.0 course.

Effective September 1, 2018, the following program be revised.

Diploma in Not-for-Profit Management
- NFPM 6002: Writing in the Not-for-Profit Sector
- NFPM 6003: Strategic Planning in Not-for-Profit Organizations
- NFPM 6004: Public Policy in the Not-for-Profit Context
- NFPM 6006: Volunteer Management
- NFPM 6007: Development and Fundraising for Not-for-Profit Organizations
- NFPM 6011: Finance for Not-for-Profit Organizations - Withdrawn
- NFPM 6012: Marketing and Public Relations for Not-for-Profit Organizations
• NFPM 6013: Boards and Governance
• NFPM 6014: Foundations of Leadership
• NFPM 6016: Event Management - Changed from 0.5 to 1.0 course
• NFPM 6101: Practicum

BRESCIA UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

SCHOOL OF BEHAVIOURAL AND SOCIAL CHANGE

Effective September 1, 2018, the following course be revised.

Sociology 3335A/B COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP
Prerequisite(s): Registration in Year 3 or Year 4 of a Community Development, Dimensions of Leadership Studies or Sociology Module, or permission of the Instructor.

SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES

Effective September 1, 2018, the following module be revised.

MAJOR IN SPIRITUALITY AND COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP

Admission Requirements
Admission into this module is a two-step process:

Academic Requirements
Completion of first-year requirements, including Religious Studies 1031E, Dimensions of Leadership 1031, Leadership Studies 1031, and 1.0 from Sociology courses at the 1000 level, or permission of the Department.

Module
6.0 courses:

1.0 course: Religious Studies 2288E (recommended in Year 2 of the program).
1.5 courses from: Religious Studies 2222F/G, Religious Studies 2236A/B, Religious Studies 3257F/G, the former Religious Studies 2232F/G, the former Religious Studies 3482F/G.
1.5 courses from: Dimensions of Leadership 2232A/B, Dimensions of Leadership 2233A/B, Leadership Studies 2232A/B, Leadership Studies 2233A/B, Leadership Studies 3339A/B, Sociology 3335A/B, the former Dimensions of Leadership 2232A/B, the former Dimensions of Leadership 2233A/B, the former Dimensions of Leadership 3339A/B.
2.0 courses: Sociology 2215A/B, Sociology 3330F/G, Sociology 3331F/G, Sociology 3334A/B.

SCHOOL OF LEADERSHIP AND SOCIAL CHANGE

Effective September 1, 2018, the following courses be revised.

Foods and Nutrition 3380A/B POLICY DEVELOPMENT AND ADVOCACY
Prerequisite(s): Human Ecology 2266F/G and registration in year 3 or 4 of the BScFN Honors Specialization in Nutrition and Dietetics, Honors Specialization in Food Science and Technology, Specialization in Foods and Nutrition or permission of the Division School of Food and Nutritional Sciences. Students registered in the Dimensions of Leadership (DOL) module Major in Leadership Studies may enrol with permission of the instructor.
Management and Organizational Studies 2205F/G BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS  
Antirequisite(s): Business Administration 3302K (Year Three required course in HBA), Human Ecology 2266F/G. 
Prerequisite(s): Business Administration 1220E, registration in the Honors Specialization or Specialization in Foods and Nutrition, registration in the Major in Dimensions of Leadership Leadership Studies, or permission of the instructor.

Management and Organizational Studies 3350A/B LEADERSHIP IN BUSINESS  
Prerequisite(s): Enrolment in BMOS, Honors Specialization or Specialization in Foods and Nutrition, Major in Dimensions of Leadership Leadership Studies, or permission of department.

Effective September 1, 2018, the following modules be revised.

HONORS SPECIALIZATION IN FOOD MANAGEMENT

Admission Requirements
5.0 first-year courses: 
After first year, students may apply for admission upon completion of first-year requirements with no failures. Students must have an average of at least 73% on, and no grade less than 60% in, the following

3.0 principal courses:
  1.0 course: Business Administration 1220E
  1.0 course from*: Calculus 1000A/B, Calculus 1301A/B, Calculus 1501A/B; Mathematics 1225A/B, Mathematics 1228A/B, Mathematics 1229A/B, Mathematics 1600A/B.
  1.0 course numbered 1000-1999.

1.0 course: Foods and Nutrition 1021 or Foods and Nutrition 1030E.

Module
10.5 senior courses:

1.0 course: Business Administration 2257.
0.5 course from: MOS 2242A/B; Psychology 2850A/B or Sociology 2205A/B.
2.0 courses: MOS 2181A/B, MOS 3320A/B, MOS 3370A/B; Foods and Nutrition 2132A/B.
1.0 course from: MOS 2205F/G or Human Ecology 2266F/G; MOS 2275A/B, MOS 3250A/B, MOS 3330A/B, MOS 3350A/B.
2.0 courses from: MOS 3321F/G, MOS 3322F/G, MOS 3470F/G, MOS 4411A/B, MOS 4415A/B.
1.0 courses from: Dimensions of Leadership 2233A/B Leadership Studies 2233A/B; Philosophy 2074F/G; Political Science 2236E, Political Science 2246E; Psychology 2720A/B, Psychology 3721F/G; Sociology 2172A/B, Sociology 3314F/G, the former Dimensions of Leadership 2233A/B.
1.0 course: MOS 4410A/B, MOS 4400A/B.

HONORS SPECIALIZATION IN NONPROFIT MANAGEMENT

Admission Requirements
5.0 first year courses
After first year, students may apply for admission upon completion of first-year requirements with no failures. Students must have an average of at least 73% on, and no grade less than 60% in, the following

3.0 principal courses:
   1.0 course: Business Administration 1220E
   1.0 course from: Mathematics from Calculus 1000A/B, Calculus 1301A/B, Calculus 1501A/B; Mathematics 1225A/B, Mathematics 1228A/B, Mathematics 1229A/B, Mathematics 1600A/B
   1.0 course numbered 1000-1999
   1.0 course: Dimensions of Leadership 1031
   1.0 course: MOS 1025A/B, Sociology 1050A/B

... 

Module
11.5 senior courses:

1.0 course: Business Administration 2257.
1.5 courses: MOS 2181A/B, MOS 2205F/G; MOS 3320A/B.
0.5 course from: MOS 2242A/B; Sociology 2205A/B; Psychology 2850A/B.
2.0 courses: Sociology 2215A/B, Sociology 3300F/G, Sociology 3311F/G, Sociology 3334A/B.
2.0 courses from: Dimensions of Leadership 2232A/B, Dimensions of Leadership 2233A/B, Dimensions of Leadership 3331F/G, Dimensions of Leadership 3333A/B, Dimensions of Leadership 3338A/B, Leadership Studies 2232A/B, Leadership Studies 2233A/B, Leadership Studies 4431F/G; MOS 3350A/B; the former Dimensions of Leadership 2232A/B, the former Dimensions of Leadership 2233A/B, the former Dimensions of Leadership 3331F/G, the former Dimensions of Leadership 3333A/B, the former Dimensions of Leadership 3338A/B or the former Dimensions of Leadership 4431F/G.
2.0 courses: MOS 3250A/B, MOS 3260A/B, MOS 3385A/B, MOS 4425A/B.
1.0 course from: MOS 2275A/B, MOS 3330A/B; Philosophy 2074F/G; Political Science 2290E; Sociology 3307F/G, Sociology 3322A/B, Sociology 3332A/B, Sociology 3335A/B.

MAJOR IN ACCOUNTING (must be part of a double Major)

Admission Requirements
5.0 first year courses:

After first year, students may apply for admission upon completion of first-year requirements with no failures. Students must have an average of at least 70% on, and no grade less than 60% in, the following

3.0 principal courses:
   1.0 course: Business Administration 1220E.
   1.0 course from: Calculus 1000A/B, Calculus 1301A/B, Calculus 1501A/B; Mathematics 1225A/B, Mathematics 1228A/B, Mathematics 1229A/B, Mathematics 1600A/B.
   1.0 course numbered 1000-1999
   1.0 course: Economics 1021A/B and Economics 1022A/B.

MAJOR IN CONSUMER BEHAVIOR (must be part of a double Major)

Admission Requirements
5.0 first year courses:
After first year, students may apply for admission upon completion of first-year requirements with no failures. Students must have an average of at least 70% on, and no grade less than 60% in, the following

3.0 principal courses:
1.0 course: Business Administration 1220E.
1.0 course from: Calculus 1000A/B, Calculus 1301A/B, Calculus 1501A/B; Mathematics 1225A/B, Mathematics 1228A/B, Mathematics 1229A/B, Mathematics 1600A/B.
1.0 course numbered 1000-1999.

1.0 course from: Psychology 1000; Sociology 1020 or Sociology 1021E.

Module
7.0 senior courses:

3.5 courses: Business Administration 2257, MOS 2181A/B, MOS 3320A/B, MOS 3330A/B, MOS 3370A/B, MOS 4410A/B.
0.5 course from: MOS 2242A/B; Psychology 2850A/B, Sociology 2205A/B.
2.5 courses: MOS 3321F/G, MOS 3322F/G, MOS 3470F/G, MOS 4411A/B, MOS 4415A/B.
0.5 course from: Any MOS course level 2000 or higher with appropriate prerequisite, Philosophy 2074F/G, Dimensions of Leadership 2233A/B, Dimensions of Leadership 3333A/B, Leadership Studies 2233A/B, Leadership Studies 3333A/B, Political Science 2236E, Political Science 2246E, Psychology 2720A/B, Psychology 3170F/G, Psychology 3721F/G; Sociology 2172A/B, Sociology 3314F/G, the former Dimensions of Leadership 2233A/B, the former Dimensions of Leadership 3333A/B.

MAJOR IN FOOD MANAGEMENT (must be part of a double Major)

Admission Requirements
5.0 first year courses:

After first year, students may apply for admission upon completion of first-year requirements with no failures. Students must have an average of at least 70% on, and no grade less than 60% in, the following

3.0 principal courses:
1.0 course: Business Administration 1220E.
1.0 course from: Calculus 1000A/B, Calculus 1301A/B, Calculus 1501A/B; Mathematics 1225A/B, Mathematics 1228A/B, Mathematics 1229A/B, Mathematics 1600A/B.
1.0 course numbered 1000-1999.

1.0 course: Foods and Nutrition 1021 or Foods and Nutrition 1030E.

SPECIALIZATION IN CONSUMER BEHAVIOR

Admission Requirements
5.0 courses:

1.0 course: Business Administration 1220E*. 

1.0 course from: Calculus 1000A/B, Calculus 1301A/B, Calculus 1501A/B; Mathematics 1225A/B, Mathematics 1228A/B, Mathematics 1229A/B, Mathematics 1600A/B.

1.0 course from: Psychology 1000; Sociology 1020 or Sociology 1021E.


1.0 course numbered 1000-1999.

…

Module
10.0 courses:

3.5 courses: Business Administration 2257, MOS 2181A/B, MOS 3320A/B, MOS 3330A/B, MOS 3370A/B, MOS 4410A/B.

0.5 course from: MOS 2242A/B; Psychology 2850A/B; Sociology 2205A/B.

2.5 courses: MOS 3321F/G, MOS 3322F/G, MOS 3470F/G, MOS 4411A/B, MOS 4415A/B.

3.5 courses from: Any MOS course level 2000 or higher with appropriate prerequisite, Dimensions of Leadership 2233A/B, Leadership Studies 2233A/B, Leadership Studies 3333A/B; Philosophy 2074F/G; Political Science 2236E, Political Science 2246E; Psychology 2720A/B, Psychology 3170F/G, Psychology 3721F/G; Sociology 2172A/B, Sociology 3314F/G, the former Dimensions of Leadership 2233A/B the former, Dimensions of Leadership 3333A/B.

SPECIALIZATION IN FOOD MANAGEMENT

Admission Requirements
5.0 first year courses:

1.0 course: Business Administration 1220E.

1.0 course from: Calculus 1000A/B, Calculus 1301A/B, Calculus 1501A/B; Mathematics 1225A/B, Mathematics 1228A/B, Mathematics 1229A/B, Mathematics 1600A/B.

1.0 course: Foods and Nutrition 1021 or Foods and Nutrition 1030E.


1.0 course numbered 1000-1999.

Module
10.0 senior courses

1.0 course: Business Administration 2257.

0.5 course from: MOS 2242A/B; Psychology 2850A/B or Sociology 2205A/B.

2.0 courses: MOS 2181A/B, MOS 3320A/B, MOS 3370A/B; Foods and Nutrition 2132A/B.

1.0 course from: MOS 2205F/G or Human Ecology 2266F/G; MOS 2275A/B, MOS 3250A/B, MOS 3330A/B, MOS 3350A/B.

2.0 courses from: MOS 3321F/G, MOS 3322F/G, MOS 3470F/G, MOS 4411A/B, MOS 4415A/B.


1.0 courses from: Dimensions of Leadership 2233A/B Leadership Studies 2233A/B; Philosophy 2074F/G; Political Science 2236E, Political Science 2246E; Psychology 2720A/B, Psychology 3721F/G; Sociology 2172A/B, Sociology 3314F/G, the former Dimensions of Leadership 2233A/B.

0.5 course: MOS 4410A/B.

SPECIALIZATION IN NONPROFIT MANAGEMENT

Admission Requirements
5.0 first year courses
1.0 course: Business Administration 1220E
1.0 course from: Mathematics from Calculus 1000A/B, Calculus 1301A/B, Calculus 1501A/B; Mathematics 1225A/B, Mathematics 1228A/B, Mathematics 1229A/B, Mathematics 1600A/B
1.0 course: Dimensions of Leadership 1031, Leadership Studies 1031
1.0 course: MOS 1025A/B, Sociology 1050A/B
1.0 course numbered 1000-1999

Module
11.0 senior courses

1.0 course: Business Administration 2257.
1.5 courses: MOS 2181A/B, MOS 2205F/G; MOS 3320A/B.
0.5 course from: MOS 2242A/B; Sociology 2205A/B; Psychology 2850A/B.
2.0 courses: Sociology 2215A/B, Sociology 3330F/G, Sociology 3331F/G, Sociology 3334A/B.
2.0 courses from: Dimensions of Leadership 2232A/B, Dimensions of Leadership 2233A/B, Dimensions of Leadership 3331F/G, Dimensions of Leadership 3333A/B, Dimensions of Leadership 4431F/G, Leadership Studies 2232A/B, Leadership Studies 2233A/B, Leadership Studies 3333A/B, Leadership Studies 4431F/G; MOS 3350A/B; or the former Dimensions of Leadership 2232A/B, the former Dimensions of Leadership 2233A/B, the former Dimensions of Leadership 3331F/G, the former Dimensions of Leadership 3333A/B, the former Dimensions of Leadership 4431F/G, Leadership Studies 2232A/B, Leadership Studies 2233A/B, Leadership Studies 3333A/B, Leadership Studies 4431F/G; MOS 3350A/B; or the former Dimensions of Leadership 2232A/B, the former Dimensions of Leadership 2233A/B, the former Dimensions of Leadership 3331F/G, the former Dimensions of Leadership 3333A/B, the former Dimensions of Leadership 4431F/G.
2.0 courses: MOS 3250A/B, MOS 3260A/B, MOS 3385A/B, MOS 4425A/B.
1.0 course: MOS 4410A/B, MOS 4426A/B.
1.0 course from: MOS 2275A/B, MOS 3330A/B; Philosophy 2074F/G; Political Science 2290E; Sociology 3307F/G, Sociology 3322A/B, Sociology 3332A/B, Sociology 3335A/B.

DIPLOMA IN MANAGEMENT STUDIES

The Diploma of Management Studies consists of 5.0 Credit Courses.

Evaluations in any of the courses may take multiple forms from written assignments, in-class exercises, feedback on simulation exercises to case studies. The faculty expects post-degree level work from the students with a high level of participation in discussions and team work.

3.5 courses: MOS 2205F/G; MOS 2181A/B; MOS 3310A/B or MOS 3260A/B or MOS 3370A/B; MOS 3320A/B; MOS 3330A/B; MOS 4410A/B; MOS 4499Y
1.5 courses from: Any MOS level 2000-4000 course with relevant prerequisite, Philosophy 2074F/G, Leadership Studies 2233A/B, Leadership Studies 3333A/B, the former Dimensions of Leadership 2233A/B, the former Dimensions of Leadership 3333A/B

---

BRESCIA UNIVERSITY COLLEGE and KING’S UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Effective September 1, 2018, the following course be revised.

Political Science 3320E CITY STUDIO: WOMEN IN CIVIC LEADERSHIP
2255F/G, Dimensions of Leadership 2233A/B, Leadership Studies 2233A/B; and permission of the Program Coordinator/Chair.

HURON UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

ENGLISH AND CULTURAL STUDIES

Effective September 1, 2018, the following courses be revised.

- English 2230F/G STUDIES IN POETICS
- English 2332F/G BRITISH LITERATURE 1890-1945: MAJOR AUTHORS
- English 2335F/G BRITISH LITERATURE SINCE 1945: MAJOR AUTHORS
- English 2345F/G AMERICAN LITERATURE SINCE 1945: MAJOR AUTHORS
- English 2346F/G TOPICS IN AMERICAN LITERATURE: 1890 TO THE PRESENT
- English 2361E WORLD LITERATURE WRITTEN IN ENGLISH
- English 2372F/G SHAKESPEARE

Prerequisite(s): At least 60% in 1.0 of English 1000-1999, 1020E or English 1022E or English 1024E or English 1035E or English 1036E or both English 1027F/G and English 1028F/G, or English 1901E, or permission of the Department.

DAP UPDATE: MINOR CHANGES

FACULTY OF HEALTH SCIENCES

KINESIOLOGY

Effective September 1, 2018, the following course be revised.

- Kinesiology 2236A/B INTRODUCTION TO ATHLETIC INJURIES

Prerequisite(s): Kinesiology 2222A/B or Health Sciences 2300A/B or Health Sciences 2330A/B.

Pre-or Corequisite(s): Kinesiology 2222A/B or Health Sciences 2300A/B or Health Sciences 2330A/B as pre-requisite; or Anatomy and Cell Biology 2221 or Anatomy and Cell Biology 3319 if the prerequisite has not been completed as pre-or corequisite.